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Mirror Adhesive, recoMMended especiAlly for glueing 
sMAll silver Mirrors.

Product descriPtion
Mirror adhesive, recommended especially for glueing small silver mirrors.

Field oF aPPlication
For fixing traditional large (silver) mirrors on all kinds of substrates.

ProPerties
· Acid-free
· Does not affect lacquer coating 
· Permanently elastic 
· Water resistant

PreParation
Working conditions: Use only at temperatures between +�0°C and +40°C. 
Product cures under the influence of environmental humidity.
Preliminary surface treatment: Surface should be clean, dry, free of dust 
and grease and sufficiently solid to support mirror.

aPPlication
directions for use:  
Open tube by piercing aluminium seal with sharp-pointed top of cap. Apply 
Mirror Adhesive every 5 to �0 cm in vertical stripes on back of mirror. Attach 
mirror within �0 minutes and press firmly. To avoid sliding, secure mirror during 
drying time (e.g. with tape).
stains/residue: Remove fresh stains with white spirit. Cured adhesive can only 
be removed mechanically.
Points of attention: To ensure sufficient ventilation, do not apply adhesive 
in circles, but in vertical stripes. For larger mirrors, we recommend Bison Mirror 
Adhesive in cartridge.

cure tiMes
skin over time: approx. 5 minutes.
dry/cure time: approx. Approx. 3 days
* Curing time may vary depending on a.o. surface, product quantity used, humidity level and ambient 
temperature.

technical ProPerties
Water resistance: Good
temperature resistance: -50°C to +�50°C
chemicals resistance: Resistant to oil and solvents such as engine oil, petrol, 
brake fluid, ethanol and water.

technical sPeciFications
chemical base: Neutral silicone elastomer
Viscosity: Pasty
solid contents: approx. �00 %
density: approx. �.02 g/cm³
hardness (shore a): approx. �0

storage conditions
At least �5 months after date of manufacture. Limited shelf life after opening. 
Store in a dry, cool and frost-free place.
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